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creek about 80 miles from base camp in the middle of the
Mackenzie Mountains. His parting words were, “Good luck,
and see ya in about 10 days, weather permitting, or unless
I hear from you earlier!”
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Even though we were focused on moose first, we located a
nice Dall ram on the first morning, and after several hours of
climbing and studying him in the spotting scope, we elected
to pass on him — a decision I am now very thankful for. After
a lot of glassing and climbing we located a total of four bull
moose in the 10 mile vicinity. As the sun faded on the first
day of hunting we witnessed two of the bulls running down
the mountain. Soon after, a Grizzly bear appeared above
where the fleeing moose had been. Our excitement was
dampened a bit for fear that the other bulls may also leave
the area, given the bear activity.

Thirty-six hours later, and after five flights on continuously
smaller planes and one helicopter, Chopper Dave dropped
my 19 year old guide, Logan Donovan, and me, along
with our loaded backpacks, in a valley near a glacier fed

The next morning we left camp early and made the 1 mile
climb to the neighboring mountaintop to, hopefully, locate
the bulls. After 3 hours of glassing and climbing we finally
caught the movement of a moose paddle in the buck brush
about 2 miles across the canyon and on the next mountain.
Given its location, we dropped down the ridge, crossed
the creek, and climbed around and up the backside of
the distant mountain to keep the wind in our favor and to
approach the moose from above. After 4 tough hours of

fter 2 years of anxiously waiting the day finally arrived for
my next Canadian hunt. I, along with two other Huntin’
Fool buddies, Michael Wilder and Vernon Strong, were
headed to the Northwest Territories for our combo hunts
with the fine folks of South Nahanni Outfitters. My primary
goal was to take a 55" Yukon moose, followed by a solid Dall
ram, and if time allowed, I would attempt a Mountain goat.
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fighting the head-high buck brush and the steep terrain we
finally crawled to within 250 yards above the two bulls. As I
readied my rifle on the shooting sticks the younger bull was
looking our way. When Logan reached for the rangefinder to
confirm the distance, the younger bull busted us, and to my
horror, both bulls took off on a dead run down the brushy
mountain. At 425 yards Logan stopped them briefly with a
cow call. I placed the 400 yard B&C crosshair in the center
of the chest area and let it fly. The loud thwack signaled a
solid hit. I shot again and missed but scored another hit, on
the run, at about 450 yards with the third shot. The big bull

was running on empty and stopped again on an uphill incline
directly away from us, offering a spine shot. Logan ranged
him at 478 yards, and I placed the 500 yard crosshair high
on his backbone and touched off the round. He dropped in
his tracks. It was clearly the longest and best placed shot
of my life and probably the luckiest! I remained at my
vantage point and used hand signals to guide Logan to the
distant moose. He was a 54" trophy bull and the largest we
had seen in the area. It took us until the end of the next
day to complete the task of preparing the hide, bagging
the hundreds of pounds of deboned meat, and clearing a
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chopper pad for Dave to land on. Then we transported the
moose 80 miles back to base camp.
On the fourth morning we packed up camp in the rain, and
Dave relocated us 20 miles south to an area appropriately
called the Ragged Range. It is high in elevation and
extremely steep country, but it is well-suited for Mountain
goats and sheep. The next day we began hunting Dall sheep
and were fortunate to locate a group of four rams that were
feeding up the neighboring mountain. After studying them
in the spotting scope we concluded there were two shooters
in the group, with one being far superior to the other. We
loaded our packs and started the multiple ascents and
descents to close the gap. Our stalk was interrupted by the
two caribou that were intent on blocking our passage. After
several minutes we were finally able to maneuver around
the pair without spooking them over the ridge toward
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the bedded sheep. But unbeknownst to us the caribou had
circled back up the opposite side of the drainage where
we were headed and had moved the sheep farther up the
mountain, toward the cliffs and away from us. We evaded
the caribou a second time and crawled to the crest of a steep
side hill where we located the rams in the distance. At 301
yards I steadied the .300 Winchester Short Mag rifle across
my backpack and centered the 300 yard B&C crosshair on the
front shoulder of the largest ram. The bullet found its mark,
and the ram collapsed forward off the cliff and then began
a 200 yard tumble down a steep, shale avalanche chute.
Fortunately the ram’s impressive horns remained intact and
only had a couple of dings from the fall.
As we approached the ram we knew he was big, but we were
just not sure how big. Logan began to tape the symmetrical
and heavy horns. We were in disbelief when his tape ran out
at 40", and we still had 3" of horn left. Knowing we must have
messed something up, we measured again, and twice more,
with the same 43" result. The bases were just shy of 14", and
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the ram carried his mass well into the curl. He was 10 years
old with unbroomed horns and an estimated weight of over
300 pounds. We spent the rest of the day caping the hide
and deboning the meat. With our packs heavily loaded we
made the trek back to camp, arriving ahead of darkness.
The next 4 days brought weather of every kind from sun, to
rain, to sleet, to snow and high winds. We endured a vicious
windstorm that hit at 10:40 pm and lasted until daybreak.
I’m convinced the only thing that kept my bivy tent on the
mountain was me in it, as we endured straight line winds
that reached 60 miles per hour. At daybreak we surveyed
the damage and found that only our cook stove was busted.
We opted for a cold camp the last few days, since we were
above timberline and drying fuel for a fire wasn’t worth the
effort to boil water.
We spent the last few days hunting Mountain goats in the
steep country, but the severe weather inhibited our success.
After a very steep, 6 hour climb involving slick shale slides
and knee-deep snow we neared the goat cliffs, only to have
the clouds descend below the mountaintop with rain and
sleet to greet us. With little visibility we were forced to
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abandon the last day’s hunt in order to ensure we could
descend the steepest country before darkness fell.
In short I was blessed to be able to spend 11 days in the
vast and ruggedly beautiful mountains of northern Canada,
enjoying nature and the challenge of pursuing big game.
It was a safe and wildly successful hunt that ended with a
trophy moose and a totally unexpected record book entry.
The award winning ram scored 172 6/8" SCI and was certainly
the hunting trophy-of-a-lifetime for me. I wish to thank
my wife and family for their support, Doug Herrmann and
George Shaffner for the gunsmithing, and Werner, Sunny,
Logan, and all of the fine staff at South Nahanni Outfitters.
As for the title of this story, it was written in honor of a
great friend, Rod Winkle, who lost his life in a motorcycle
accident just 4 days after my return and before we
were able to share our traditional toast while recounting
the details of my trip. Rod encouraged me to share my
adventures and often reminded me of the power of the
written word by saying, “Through your stories I experience
places that I have never set foot in, and yet I feel as if I am
there!” Well, here’s to you Rod-Man!

